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opening, as seen between the arms (P1. VI. Fig. 1) and through the genital cavities

themselves (P1. VII. fl3 1), seem at first. sight. to be the natural outlets or the
sexual apparatus, and have generally been considered as such. lthrenia'rg, in the

paper quoted above, has entirely overlooked the. floors with double arches which

separate the genital pouches trout the open cavities below. :iuuil has represented flue

round opening of these cavities as leading directly into the genital sacs. See i'l.

VII. Pigs. 1 and 2. or his memoir.

The natural consequence of this arrangement, is. that the ovaries. which are

developed along the periphery or the lower floor or the genital sacs, discharge their

eggs into the cavity above that, floor, from winch they have no oilier escape than

through the channels leading into the main cavity of t ho body. from which they
i)Ll along the medial canals of the arms, into the little pout'lues formed by the

folding of their margin, where flivy undergo their fln't devel Ilunent. This structure

explains fully how it happens that, at the spawuiultr season, the filngeuL margins of

the arms are so heavily laden with ctgs (P1. Viii. J)qs. 1 and &fl. Were (lie egg's

discharged through the lower opening below the genital 1ioitt'hjt'c, as Ehirenberg

supposed, they would nnniediately lie sea It t.'red iii the water. and could hardly be

gathered again into the fhhls of the arms; but fbllowiug the course above described.

at the time when the arms have ceased to 1 Ic very active, a nil when their mar

gins are brought. into close contact with one another li'ont both sides, it is hardly

possible that the eggs should readily escape; and, indeed, we find that while they

accumulate in large numbers in the little pouches formed by the Ibl(ls of the margin,
in which they remain even when the animals are shaken in the water, it is only

late in the season, when the margins of' the arias begin themselves to decompose,
that the yotmg, already in their planula state, are successively dropped.

having thus considered the general relations of' these orga us, we may uuiiw coil

shier more closely -wine other points of their structure. It is already known that

the Diseophtora have distinct sexes, but what is not so generally understood is. that

at the spawning season, the males and 1i'mahes may readily be distinguished by

their external appearance. In our Aurehia, at least, the distinction is very easy.
In the first. place, the oral appendages or the fi.'nuales (Pl. 'VI. I)q. 6) are nuichi

stouter and thicker than those of the males (Jq. 5), their tipper side is more

rounded, while those or the males show a prominent keel, and the marginal f'riuugt'sC-
are more extensively fbhled and the folds more intricately interwoven, preventing,
no doubt, the ready escape or the eggs in their undeveloped condition. It. may

also be noticed, that. even in their hill-rown condition, the oral appendages of the-0

males are more pendant, while those of the fbnuahes are usnally coiled up. In

the second place, the ovaries are of a lighter, more yellowish color, while the speP

niaries are more purplish, or rose color. At (lie time of' spawning, this dim'rence
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